Dear ladies and gentlemen.

We - representatives of small businesses, from different cities of Ukraine.

Construction company "BC Bud Invest" Kyiv, industrial decommissioning, construction of roads, strengthening river banks and lakes.

Construction Group "Aspect" Lviv, General contract works, industrial floors, steel structures, finishing work.

The company "Yural - Security" Kyiv, design and installation of fire safety and civil industries.

The company "Ukrainian refrigerating group" Kyiv, design and installation of Industrial refrigeration, air conditioning systems for civil and industrial enterprises.

Our company performed together and independently for the benefit of the construction works of a large number of well-known clients in Ukraine, including in the interests of foreign companies in Ukraine.

The companies have all necessary licenses and certificates Ukrainian for various construction projects, including ISO 9001: 2009.

Throughout the period of independence, Ukraine has developed a specific system of investment in various construction projects. As a rule, in Ukraine as investors were companies that at the same time were customers of its own construction projects. The market of project financing of construction projects in Ukraine is missing.

Currently, so-called internal Ukrainian investors - it's mostly the former and existing financial - industrial groups of Russia and Ukraine, which have a strong interest in free access to the budgetary finance.

In Ukraine, there is practically no possibility of small businesses in getting cheap bank loans or long-term investment financing programs.

We know how much work and quality and are responsible for the results of their work.

We want to change the Ukraine, and we see a lot of interesting ideas - projects:


in the resort cities of the Carpathian mountains, http://www.encyclopediaofukraine.com/display.asp?linkpath=pages%5CC%5CA%5CCarpathianMountains.htm


reconstruction and construction of new objects of civil, industrial,
reconstruction of enterprises in processing and storage of foods.

But for reconstruction of Ukraine needs new, genuine foreign investors with experience of investing in projects that surprise the modern world, the projects which are the pride of the successful countries in the world.
We ask for your assistance in finding contacts with foreign investment companies who believe in the new Ukraine.

The crisis - a complex and difficult time, but the crisis - it is time for a change and to prepare for new projects.

Specialists of our company as single fingers hands, guarantee reliable performance of work in joint projects in Ukraine.

"Ukrainian refrigeration group." Igor Moskovsky. +380 67 441 7985

The company "Yural - Security". Alex Rudavin. +380 50 309 1919

The group of companies "Aspect". Igor Ostrovsky. +380 97 549 7961

The company "Invest BC bud." Sergey Ditkovskiy.

Best regards,
+380 67 731 12 92

Sergey22@i.ua